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Packet logging on BIG-IP ports

For non-session packets dispatched by the network firewall, you can enable or disable logging of these packets on both TMM ports and administrative ports. You do this by configuring a BigDB variable.

In this context, non-session refers to any packet that does not belong to an existing connection. This includes not only packets used to first establish a connection, but also data packets that appear to belong to a non-existent connection.

Packets that appear to belong to a past or future connection are not considered to be non-session packets unless the BigDB variable TM.ICSA.StrictTCPForwarding is enabled. For more information, see TCP packet handling, on page 2-1.

Examples of non-session packets are packets for certain types of inbound or outbound access requests that are evaluated against a defined access-control policy.

◆ Note

ICMP and ICMPv6 packets are referred to in log messages as non-session packets.

TMM ports

You can enable and disable packet logging for TMM ports, and you can view packet dispositions in log messages.

The location and name of the log file for TMM ports is /var/log/ICSA.

Enabling and disabling packet logging

For TMM ports, you configure the BigDB variable TMM.LogNonSessionPackets. This variable forces logging of all non-session packets from TMM ports.

To enable or disable packet logging on TMM ports, type one of the following at the system prompt:

tmsh modify sys db tmm.lognonsessionpackets value enable

tmsh modify sys db tmm.lognonsessionpackets value disable

Viewing packet dispositions in log messages

For TMM ports, the two types of dispositions that can appear in log messages are:

- **accepted**
  Indicates that the BIG-IP system has accepted and processed the packet.

- **rejected**
  Indicates that the BIG-IP system has rejected and discarded the packet.
The following sample log messages show dispositions for TCP, UDP, ICMP, and ICMPv6 packets respectively:

```
2011-09-07T16:51:46-07:00 tmm info tmm[8136]: 01070417: 134: ICSA: non-session TCP packet accepted, source: 10.10.10.29 port: 33102, destination: 10.10.20.21 port: 80
2011-09-07T16:51:19-07:00 tmm info tmm[8136]: 01070417: 134: ICSA: non-session UDP packet accepted, source: 10.10.10.29 port: 37818, destination: 10.10.20.21 port: 80
2011-09-07T17:00:44-07:00 tmm1 info tmm1[8137]: 01070417: 134: ICSA: non-session ICMP packet accepted, source: 10.10.10.13, destination: 10.10.10.29, type code: Echo Reply
2011-09-07T16:49:36-07:00 tmm info tmm[8136]: 01070417: 134: ICSA: non-session ICMPv6 packet accepted, source: 10.10.10.29, destination: 10.10.20.21, type code: Unassigned
```

**Administrative ports**

You can enable and disable packet logging for the administrative port, and you can view packet dispositions in log messages.

The location and name of the log file for the administrative port is `/var/log/ICSA`.

**Enabling and disabling packet logging**

For the administrative port, you configure the BigDB variable `ICSA.ForceAdminPacketLogging`. This variable forces logging of all non-session packets from the administrative port.

To enable or disable packet logging on the administrative port, type one of the following at the system prompt:

```
tmsh modify sys db icsa.forceadminpacketlogging value enable
```
```
tmsh modify sys db icsa.forceadminpacketlogging value disable
```

**Viewing packet dispositions in log messages**

For the administrative port, a log message for a packet passing through the firewall indicates that the packet was either accepted or rejected. This log event disposition is indicated by the following strings in the log message:

- **SYN**
  Indicates that the first packet of the connection was permitted (accepted)

- **RST**
  Indicates that the first packet of the connection was denied (rejected)

The following is an example of a log message showing a disposition of RST (denied):

```
2010-12-10T14:50:25-08:00 bigip/1-bigip notice kernel: Packet Logging IN=eth0
OUT=MAC=00:01:d7:c5:6c:c1:00:01:e8:71:99:5a:08:00 SRC=192.168.42.79 DST=172.27.32.230
LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=252 ID=38678 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=54706 DPT=443 WINDOW=0
RES=0x00 ACK RST URGP=0
```
**Configuring logging to show the ISO 4-digit date format**

You can affect the format of dates that appear in log messages. Specifically, you can enable or disable the display of extended dates (that is, the full 4-digit year) in all log files within the `/var/log` directory.

To show the ISO 4-digit date format, use one of the following Syslog commands:

```
tmsh modify sys syslog iso-date enabled
```

```
tmsh modify sys syslog iso-date disabled
```

**Logging messages for manual system clock changes**

When you manually change the system clock time using the Linux `date` command, the BIG-IP system logs these messages, in the file `/var/log/audit`. The system generates log messages for both successful and unsuccessful attempts.

The following is an example of the log message that is generated for a successful date change. This date change also includes the time from which the date was attempted to be set.

```
2010-11-30T15:00:00-08:00 local/bigipl info date[9078]: 01070417:6: AUDIT - user root - RAW: date change succeeded; attempted time set to 11301500 from 2010-11-30 15:14:28-08:00
```

**Logging exceptions**

The BIG-IP system does not generate log messages in these cases:

- When the BIG-IP system drops connections (including their packets) during flood conditions, that is, when the BIG-IP device is under heavy load.
- When raw IP Protocol 1 packets are sent with a small enough data payload to preclude an ICMP header.
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Overview

You can configure specific BigDB variables to ensure that the BIG-IP system handles ICMP replay packets and TCP packets in an ICSA-compliant manner.

ICMP replay packet handling

You can configure the way that the BIG-IP system handles ICMP replay packets by configuring the BigDB variable `TM.ICSAICMPReplay`. The possible values for this variable are:

- **allow**
  This value maintains the previous behavior of the BIG-IP system by allowing replayed ICMP errors to pass through the BIG-IP system. This is the default value.

- **discard**
  This value prevents all ICMP errors from passing through the BIG-IP system.

- **detect**
  This value allows the first ICMP error to pass through the BIG-IP system, while discarding any replayed ICMP errors.

For example, to ensure ICSA-compliant ICMP replay packet handling, you can use `tmsh` to configure the `TM.ICSAICMPReplay` variable as follows:

```
tmsh modify sys db tm.icsaicmpreplay value detect
```
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Overview

A forwarding (IP) type of virtual server can be at risk of accepting packets with spoofed IP addresses. This can occur when the virtual server is configured to accept inbound traffic for any destination IP address, on both the internal and external VLANs. (This configuration is also known as reverse path forwarding, or RPF.)

A forwarding (IP) virtual server configured in this way cannot detect spoofed source packets because the system does not distinguish between an internal network and an external network.

To prevent IP address spoofing in this configuration, you can use either of two approaches:

- You can create a separate virtual server per protocol per VLAN. With this approach, you are allowing inbound traffic, destined for specific networks, on specific VLANs.
- You can create a separate packet filter per VLAN. With this approach, you are rejecting inbound traffic, from specific networks, on specific VLANs.

Method 1: Creating separate virtual servers

To prevent IP address spoofing when using an IP forwarding virtual server, you can configure two separate virtual servers per protocol, one for each traffic direction.

In this configuration, each virtual server has a specific destination network and only accepts traffic that originates from either an external VLAN (inbound traffic) or an internal VLAN (outbound traffic), but not both.

◆ Note

A consequence of choosing the virtual server approach is that for each protocol, you must create a separate virtual server specifying the particular destination network that you want to allow traffic to reach.

Figure 3.1, on page 3-2, shows a sample configuration of two IP forwarding virtual servers for the HTTP protocol.
This example shows that instead of configuring a single virtual server as a wildcard virtual server (with a destination IP address and netmask of 0.0.0.0), you can configure two virtual servers that each define a specific destination network, for either outbound or inbound traffic. This limits the IP addresses to which each virtual server will forward traffic.

You can create a virtual server configuration similar to the example by using either the BIG-IP Configuration utility or `tmsh`.

To configure a virtual server to accept traffic on VLAN external

1. On the Main tab, expand Local Traffic, and click Virtual Servers.
2. In Name column, locate and click the name of the relevant IP forwarding virtual server.
   The settings for the virtual server appear.
3. Locate the Destination setting.
4. For the Type setting, enable Network.

Figure 3.1 Sample virtual servers for preventing IP address spoofing

```
ltm virtual /Common/HTTP_inbound {
  destination /Common/10.10.20.0:http
  ip-forward
  ip-protocol tcp
  mask 255.255.255.0
  profiles {
    /Common/fastL4 { }
  }
  translate-address disabled
  translate-port disabled
  vlans {
    /Common/external
  }
  vlans-enabled
}
ltm virtual /Common/HTTP_outbound {
  destination /Common/10.10.10.0:http
  ip-forward
  ip-protocol tcp
  mask 255.255.255.0
  profiles {
    /Common/fastL4 { }
  }
  translate-address disabled
  translate-port disabled
  vlans {
    /Common/internal
  }
  vlans-enabled
}
```
5. In the **Address** box, change the IP address to a network IP address that represents the range of internal IP addresses that the virtual server will accept.

6. In the **Mask** box, change the netmask to a netmask for the IP address you specified in the **Address** box.

7. From the **VLAN and Tunnel Traffic** list, select **Enabled on**.

8. In the **Available** box, select the name of an external VLAN and using the Move button, move the name to the **Selected** box.

9. At the bottom of the screen, click **Update**.

**To configure a virtual server to accept traffic on VLAN internal**

1. On the Main tab, expand **Local Traffic**, and click **Virtual Servers**.

2. In Name column, locate and click the name of the relevant IP forwarding virtual server. The settings for the virtual server appear.

3. Locate the **Destination** setting.

4. For the **Type** setting, enable **Network**.

5. In the **Address** box, change the IP address to a network IP address that represents the range of external IP addresses that the virtual server will accept.

6. In the **Mask** box, change the netmask to a netmask for the IP address you specified in the **Address** box.

7. From the **VLAN and Tunnel Traffic** list, select **Enabled on**.

8. In the **Available** box, select the name of an internal VLAN and using the Move button, move the name to the **Selected** box.

9. Click **Update**.
Method 2: Creating separate packet filters

An alternate way of preventing IP address spoofing when using an IP forwarding virtual server is to configure two separate packet filters, one for the external VLAN and one for the internal VLAN.

In this configuration, each packet filter rejects packets from one or more specific networks. Thus, one packet filter prevents packets with spoofed internal source addresses from being accepted by the external VLAN, and the other packet filter prevents packets with spoofed external source addresses from being accepted by the internal VLAN.

Using this method, you can still use a single wildcard virtual server that is configured to allow traffic from all VLANs.

◆ Note

A consequence of using the packet filter approach is that you must specify every source network from which to block traffic, for both inbound and outbound traffic.

Figure 3.2 shows a sample configuration of two packet filters, one for each VLAN. In this example, each packet filter rejects packets from a single source network.

```plaintext
net packet-filter /Common/reject_external_on_internal {
    action reject
    order 10
    rule "( src net 10.10.10.0/24 )"
    vlan /Common/internal
}
net packet-filter /Common/reject_internal_on_external {
    action reject
    order 5
    rule "( src net 10.10.20.0/24 )"
    vlan /Common/external
}
```

Figure 3.2 Sample packet filters for preventing IP address spoofing